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Chapter 3. RESEARCH METHODOLODY 

 

Different parameters and metrics required for calculating the energy consumed by an 

encryption algorithm are identified are discussed in this chapter. These parameters are used for 

calculating the energy consumed by the algorithm under observation for a given block of data and 

then energy consumed per bit of data is also. After that various metrics for calculating the 

performance of algorithm when implemented in hardware or software are identified.  

Depending on the type of implementation (Hardware or Software) of an encryption 

algorithm, the metrics to be considered may vary. It may be either hardware or the software 

implementation, designing a lightweight encryption algorithm is challenging errand, because it 

should maintain a warily balanced performance metrics and security level.  

For hardware implementation of a lightweight encryption algorithm, important metrics to 

be considered are [135]:  

1. Area,  

2. Battery power and  

3. Energy consumption.  

While for software implementation, metrics to be considered include:  

1. Code size,  

2. Memory usage and  

3. Throughput.  

As, hardware implementation produces faster solution with low power plus energy than the 

software implementation [147]. The focus of this work is to design an energy-efficient lightweight 

algorithm; hence hardware implementation of encryption algorithms is considered, taking energy 

as an essential metric.  

Firstly, an algorithm is developed for computing the energy consumed by an encryption 

algorithm during encoding process. In this algorithm, the parameters like: time consumed by 

encoding, decoding processes, design area of hardware implementation and power consumed by 
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algorithm are measured. Based on these parameters, the energy per data block is calculated. Since 

different encryption algorithms will be having different block sizes, fair comparison among the 

algorithms cannot be done using energy per block. For this reason, energy per bit is computed. To 

have an accurate measure of energy consumption, all possible variations of block sizes and rounds 

are considered and the parameter values are recorded. 

Secondly, an Energy Efficient Lightweight Encryption algorithm (EELWE) is proposed 

and developed. EELWE is implemented for three different block sizes, namely 32-bit, 48-bit and 

64-bit. All the three versions of EELWE are simulated in hardware description language (HDL). 

For this, the Xilinx IDE simulator is used for executing all the three EELWE versions and the 

results of both encryption as well as decryption were recorded for comparison.  

Next, the energy consumption algorithm is applied on EELWE to calculate the energy 

consumed by each version of EELWE (EELWE32, EELWE48 and EELWE64), where the number 

beside EELWE indicates the block size.  

Finally, the metric MSEC (Metric for Security versus Energy Consumption) is used to 

measure the performance of an EELWE algorithm considering both energy consumption and 

security. Along with MSEC, the performance of EELWE is measured based on other metrics such 

as Area, Throughput and Hardware efficiency. Lastly, the comparison of EELWE with other 

existing lightweight algorithms is done w.r.t  

1. Area,  

2. Throughput,  

3. Hardware efficiency,  

4. Energy and  

5. MSEC.   
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3.1 Objective-1  

To develop an algorithm for evaluating the energy consumed by the sensor nodes using 

different performance metrics for an encryption process in Human Sensor Network. 

Energy consumption of encryption algorithm depends on the factors like block size, key 

size, round function of encryption algorithm, etc. Different encryption algorithms will be working 

on different block sizes and to compare the algorithms, it is better to consider the energy consumed 

per bit rather than assessing them depending on block sizes. For this purpose, the metrics namely 

time, area, power are needed to calculate the energy consumption of an encryption algorithm.  

In this chapter an algorithm is developed for evaluating the consumed energy by a sensor 

for encrypting a block of data. The metrics that were considered in this algorithm are related to the 

time, design area and power.  

The time required to encrypt a block of data is to be calculated primarily. For this, it is 

required to compute the no. of clock cycles needed for encrypting a block of data and the cycle 

time. The parameters and the constants required for calculating the time is presented in Table 3.1. 

Table 3. 1  Design Parameters and Constants for calculating Time. 

Symbol Description 

N No. of bits in a block 

rT Total no. of rounds  

ri No. of implemented rounds 

CT Cycle Time or Clock time period 

TB Time consumed to encrypt data of single block 

CB No. of cycles required to encrypt data of single block 

C0 Idle cycles between blocks 

DR Register time delay 

DC Combinational logic time delay 

Tr1 Time delay for one round 

t0 t0 is equal to Tr1 when n = 0 

tn Time increase in Tr1 w.r.t n 
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After that, the design area required to encrypt a block of data is measured. For this, it is 

needed to compute the area covered by the no.of rounds implemented, increase in area w.r.t block 

size and area covered by overhead logic for key scheduling. The parameters and the constants 

required for calculating the design area covered is presented in Table 3.2. 

Table 3. 2  Design Parameters and Constants for calculating effective design Area. 

Symbol Description 

AD Design Area 

A1 Area covered by one round 

A0 Area covered by overhead logic(control and key scheduling) 

An Increase in area w.r.t n 

Ar Area covered by ri rounds  

G Growth in Ar w.r.t ri 

g0 Growth in Ar w.r.t ri  when n = 0 

Gn Growth in Ar w.r.t ri when n increases 

Gb Growth in An per bit 

Thirdly, the design power is calculated which is measured as the sum of static power and 

dynamic power.  

Static power indicates the leakage and is ignored in this work as it is negligible when compared to 

overall power.  

Dynamic power is computed using power consumed per unit area, frequency, and design area.  

Power per unit area is computed using power consumed for unit area w.r.t no.of rounds 

implemented and power consumed for unit area independent to no.of rounds implemented. The 

frequency is inversely proportional to the cycle time. Thus, the product of the power consumed 

per unit area, frequency and design area gives the total power consumed for an encryption 

algorithm. The parameters and the constants required for calculating the design power is presented 

in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3. 3  Design Parameters and Constants for calculating design power. 

Symbol Description 

P Design Power 

Fq Frequency 

Pu Power consumed for unit area 

Pd Power consumed for unit area based on ri 

Pi Power consumed for unit area irrespective of ri 

Using the time, design area and power, energy per block can be calculated. The product of 

time and power will give the total energy consumed for encrypting a block of data. To have a fair 

comparison among the encryption algorithms, energy per bit is considered. The division of energy 

per block by the block size will give the energy consumed for encrypting a bit of data. The 

parameters required for calculating the energy consumed for an encryption algorithm is presented 

in Table 3.4. 

Table 3. 4  Design Parameters for calculating energy consumed for an encryption algorithm. 

Symbol Description 

N No. of bits in a block 

TB Time consumed to encrypt data of single block 

P Design Power 

EB Energy consumed to encrypt data of single block  

E1 Energy consumed to encrypt one bit  

3.1.1 Algorithm for Computing Energy Consumption of an encryption algorithm 

Step by step process of an algorithm is shown below: 

Input   :  No. of rounds(ri), Block size(n) 

Output :  Energy consumed for encrypting 1-bit data 
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Algorithm : 

1. Identify the no. of clock cycles (CB) needed for encrypting a block of data, which is based 

on no. of encryption rounds of an algorithm. 

  CB = (rT/ri) + C0  

 Where rT is total rounds,  

                        ri is rounds implemented and  

                        C0 indicates idle cycles          

2. Calculate the cycle time (CT) by considering the timing delays of registers (DR) and 

combinational logic circuits (DC).   

  CT = DR + DC 

  DC = ri × Tr1  

  Tr1 = t0 + tn × n  

  DC = ri × (t0 + tn × n) 

  CT = DR + ri × (t0 + tn × n)    

 Where  n is block size,  

                        Tr1 is time for one round,  

                        t0 is time for one round when n=0,  

                        tn is time increase w.r.t n.   

3. Using the CT and CB, time needed for encrypting a block of data (TB) is calculated using 

the following equation.  

  TB = CB × CT  

4. Design area (AD) for the implementation of encryption algorithm is computed using the 

following equation.  

  AD = Ar + An + A0  

  Ar = rg × A1 = r (gn × n + g0) × A1 
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  An = gb × n  

 Where Ar is the area covered by ri rounds implemented in hardware,  

                        g is growth in Ar w.r.t ri 

                        g0 and gn indicates growth in Ar w.r.t ri when n=0 and when n increases 

respectively 

              An is Increase in area w.r.t block size(n),  

              A0 is Area covered by overhead logic for key scheduling. 

5. Design Power (P) is computed using the following equation.  

  P = Pu × Fq × AD 

  Pu = Pd × ri + Pi   

 Where Pu is Power consumed for unit area based on ri and irrespective of ri,  

              Fq denotes the frequency, which is inversely proportional to CT, 

              AD is the design area. 

6. Based on the Time (TB), Area (AD) and Power (P), the energy consumed for encrypting a 

data block (EB) is calculated using the below equation. 

 EB = TB × P 

7. Finally, using energy consumed per block(EB) and block size (n), the energy consumed 

for encrypting a bit of data (E1) is calculated as: 

 E1 = EB / n  

The above algorithm for computing energy consumption of an encryption algorithm is 

implemented in C++ language and the pseudo code for the same is given below. 
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Pseudo Code 3. 1  Calculating Energy consumed by an encryption algorithm. 

 

Input:  Integer Total rounds(rT), Implemented rounds(ri), Block size(n) 

 Const DR, t0, tn, pd, pi, g0, gn, gb, C0, A0, A1 

 Array rv[9] = {1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128,254} 

Output: Time(TB), Area(AD), Power(P), Energy per block(EB), Energy per bit(E1) 

Pseudo Code: 

Begin 

for i=0 to 8 do 

  ri = rv[i]; 

  //Calculating Time delay 

  CB = (rT/ri) + C0; 

  Tr1 = t0 + (tn*n); 

  CT= DR + (ri* Tr1); 

  TB = CB*CT; 

  //Calculating Throughput 

Th=n/TB; 

//Calculating Area 

temp1 = g0 + (gn*n); 

temp2 = pow(ri,temp1); 

Ar = temp2*A1; 

AD = Ar + (gb*n) + A0; 

//Calculating Power 
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temp3 = (pd*ri)+pi; 

temp4 = temp3*AD; 

P = temp4 / CT; 

//Calculating Energy 

EB = TB*P; 

E1 = EB /n; 

end 

return 0; 

End 
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3.2 Objective-2 

To design and implement a Lightweight encryption algorithm for providing data 

confidentiality in medical applications.  

An Energy Efficient Lightweight Encryption (EELWE) algorithm is designed for securely 

transferring the data from sensor device (Tier-1) to mobile device (Tier-2) by providing data 

confidentiality. EELWE algorithm is implemented in three variants: EELWE32, EELWE48, and 

EELWE64 with blocks of sizes 32-bit, 48-bit, and 64-bit. All these ciphers have a fixed key of 

length 80-bit and go through 254 rounds. Key scheduling is performed to provide keys for 254 

rounds and all the variants utilize the same nonlinear round functions. Key scheduling and round 

functions use simple logical operations such as AND, XOR, and Shift operations to reduce the 

complexity of the functions. 

The working principle of EELWE algorithm is briefly given as: The plaintext is divided 

into two unequal parts. The round function is performed on the two parts of the text. Each part of 

the text will utilize one subkey during the round function. Thus, a total of two subkeys are used 

for each iteration. Round function will result in one bit data from each part. Then, the left shift 

operation is done on left part of data with the round bit produced from the right part. Similarly, the 

right part of the data is left shifted with the round bit produced from the left part. This newly 

generated left and right parts of data are given as an input for the next iteration.   This process will 

the continued for 254 rounds and the finally generated left and right parts of data will represent 

the final cipher text. The detailed description of EELWE algorithm is discussed in section 3.2.1. 

3.2.1 EELWE Algorithm 

The step-by-step process of an EELWE algorithm is given below. 

 Input          : n-bit Plaintext(P), 80-bit key 

 Output       : n-bit Ciphertext(CT) 

 Algorithm : 

1. The given plaintext(P) is split up into two parts P1 and P2, such that MSB of P1 represents 

MSB of the plaintext and LSB of P2 represents the LSB of plaintext. 
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2. Key Scheduling is done to expand an 80-bit, where two subkeys (kx and ky) are used in 

each round.  

   kx = k2i and ky = k2i+1, where i denotes the ith round.  

        The subkey kj (which may denote k2i or k2i+1) is given as: 

  kj = kj for j = 0. . . 79 

  kj = kj−80 ⊕ kj−61 ⊕ kj−50 ⊕ kj−13 for j = 80 to 253 

3. Round Function is performed using the following steps: 

3.1 P1 data is split up into two parts Pa and Pb.  

3.2 P2 data is split up into two parts Pc and Pd. 

3.3 Round function is performed on Pa and Pb by applying the below nonlinear functions. 

  Ta = (Pa[a1] ⊕ Pa[a2]) ⊕ kx 

  Tb = (Pb[b1] & Pb[b2]) ⊕ (Pb[b3] & IR[i]) 

   fx = Ta ⊕ Tb 

 where ai indicates the bit positions of Pa, 

            bi indicates the bit positions of Pb, and 

            IR indicates irregular update rule that is computed using linear feedback shift 

register.  

3.4 Tc and Td are computed based on Pc and Pd using the following nonlinear functions. 

  Tc = (Pc[c1] ⊕ Pc[c2]) ⊕ ky 

  Td = (Pd[d1] & Pd[d2]) ⊕ (Pd[d3] & Pd[d4]) 

  fy = Tc ⊕ Td 

 where ci indicates the bit positions of Pc, and 

            di indicates the bit positions of Pd.       
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3.5 P1 and P2 are updated by performing left shift operation with fy and fx respectively.   

  P1 = shl(P1, fy) 

  P2 = shl(P2, fx) 

4. Steps 3.1 to 3.5 are repeated for 254 rounds.   

5. After undergoing 254 rounds, P1 and P2 contents denote the final ciphertext where MSB 

of P1 represents MSB of ciphertext, and LSB of P2 represents LSB of the ciphertext. 

  CT = (P1, P2) 

The diagrammatic representation of EELWE round function is represented in Fig.3.1. 
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Fig 3. 1  Round function of EELWE algorithm 

For each iteration, the round function is performed once in EELWE32, twice in EELWE48 

and thrice in EELWE64.  

The pseudo code for key expansion is given below which takes an 80-bit key as an input 

and produces the expanded key of 508-bit as an output. The first 80 bits of expanded key are same 
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as the original 80-bit input key. The remaining bits (508 – 80 = 428) of expanded key are generated 

using the logical XOR function on the bits of expanded key. 

 

Pseudo Code 3. 2  Key expansion 

 

Input          : 80-bit key(k) 

Output       : Expanded key(ke) 

Pseudo code : 

Begin 

 for j=0 to 79 do 

  ke[j] = k[j] 

            j=j+1 

 end 

 for j=80 to 507 do 

  ke[j] = ke[j-80]^ke[j-61]^ke[j-50]^ke[j-13] 

            j=j+1 

 end 

End 

 

The pseudo code for encryption process is given below which takes an n- bit plaintext as 

an input and produces an n-bit ciphertext as an output. The given pseudo code is for EELWE32 

where, the given 32-bit plaintext is split up into two parts(P1 and P2). P1 is further split into Pa 

and Pb and P2 is further split into Pc and Pd. Now the round function of encryption algorithm is 

called which takes the Pa, Pb, Pc, Pd, the expanded key(ke) and the IR vector as input parameters. 

IR is the irregular update rule that is generated using the Linear feedback shift register (LFSR).  
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Pseudo Code 3. 3  Encryption process 

 

Input          : Plaintext(P) 

Output       : Ciphertext(C) 

Pseudo code : 

Begin 

 P1 = P[31:19]; 

 P2 = P[18:0]; 

 for i=0 to 253 do 

  Pa[5:0] = P1[12:7] 

   Pb[6:0] = P1[6:0] 

  Pc[7:0] = P2[18:11] 

   Pd[10:0] = P2[10:0] 

  function RF(Pa, Pb, Pc, Pd, ke, IR) 

  P1 = P1_fy 

  P2 = P2_fx 

 end 

 C = (P1,P2) 

End 

 

The round function produces two function bits fx and fy and the output of the round 

function will be the updated P1(i.e., P1_fy) and P2(i.e., P2_fx).  

The process is given as: Ta, Tb, Tc and Td are the 1-bit data that are produced by applying 

the logical functions on Pa, Pb, Pc and Pd respectively.  
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 [a1, a2] indicates the bit positions of Pa,  

 [b1, b2, b3] indicates the bit positions of Pb,  

 [c1, c2] indicates the bit positions of Pc and  

 [d1, d2, d3, d4] indicates the bit positions of Pd.  

1-bit Ta is produced by XORing the bits of positions a1 and a2 of Pa along with the 1-bit 

subkey produced with ke[2*i], where ‘i’ indicates the iteration number. The 1-bit Tb is produced 

by ANDing the bits of positions b1 & b2 of Pb and ANDing the b3 bit of Pb with ith bit of IR 

vector. The output of these two AND operations are XORed to produce Tb. Then Ta and Tb bits 

are XORed to produce the round function bit fx.  

Next, the 1-bit Tc is produced by XORing the bits of positions c1 and c2 of Pc along with 

the 1-bit subkey produced with ke[2*i+1], where i indicates the iteration number. The 1-bit Td is 

produced by ANDing the bits of positions d1 & d2 of Pd and ANDing the bits of positions d3 and 

d4 of Pd. The output of these two AND operations are XORed to produce Td. Then Tc and Td bits 

are XORed to produce the round function bit fy.  

Now P1 is left shifted by 1-bit, inserting fy into the LSB of P1, thus producing the updated 

P1 as P1_fy. Similarly, P2 is left shifted by 1-bit, inserting fx into the LSB of P2, thus producing 

the updated P2 as P2_fx. These updated plaintext parts P1_fy and P2_fx are the outputs generated 

by the round function, which are given as an input for the next iteration. This round function 

repeats for 254 iterations, and the final P1_fy and P2_fx produced after 254 iterations will be the 

final ciphertext.  

 

Pseudo Code 3. 4  Encryption process 

 

Input          :  Pa, Pb, Pc, Pd, ke, IR 

Output       : P1_fy, P2_fx 

Pseudo code for Round Function RF 

Begin 

 Ta = (Pa[a1] ^ Pa[a2])^ ke[2*i] 
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 Tb = (Pb[b1] & Pb[b2]) ^ (Pb[b3] & IR[i]) 

 fx = Ta ^ Tb    

 Tc = (Pc[c1] ^ Pc[c2]) ^ ke[2*i+1] 

 Td = (Pd[d1] & Pd[d2]) ^ (Pd[d3] & Pd[d4]) 

 fy = Tc ^ Td 

 P1_fy = Shl(P1,fy} 

 P2_fx = Shl(P2,fx} 

End 

 

3.2.2 EELWE Variants 

EELWE algorithm is implemented in three variants: EELWE32, EELWE48 and 

EELWE64. The parameter values of all the three versions of EELWE algorithm are presented in 

Table 3.5. 

Table 3. 5 Parameter values of EELWE algorithm 

Parameters EELWE32 EELWE48 EELWE64 

P1 (in bits) 13 19 27 

P2 (in bits) 19 29 37 

Pa (in bits) 6 8 10 

Pb (in bits) 7 11 17 

Pc (in bits) 8 12 14 

Pd (in bits) 11 17 23 

ai (bit positions of Pa) 5, 2 7, 3 9, 5 

bi (bit positions of Pb) 6, 3, 1 10, 6, 4 16, 11, 7 

ci (bit positions of Pc) 7, 3 11, 5 13, 7 

di (bit positions of Pd) 10, 7, 5, 1 16, 12, 8, 3 22, 17, 11, 5 

Round function per iteration 1 time 2 times 3 times 
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EELWE32 

EELWE32 works with a block size of 32-bits. It takes a 32-bit plaintext, an 80-bit key as 

an input and generates a 32-bit ciphertext. The working of EELWE32 is described as follows:  The 

32-bit plaintext(P) is split up into two parts P1 and P2. P1 is of 13 bits and P2 is of 19 bits, where 

the MSB of P1 refers to the MSB of P and the LSB of P2 refers to the LSB of P. Now the round 

function is applied on P1 and P2 where P1 is split up into two parts Pa and Pb and P2 is split up 

into two parts Pc and Pd. Pa is of 6 bits and the MSB of Pa refers to the MSB of P1 and Pb is of 7 

bits and the LSB of Pb refers to the LSB of P1. Similarly, Pc is of 8 bits and the MSB of Pc refers 

to the MSB of P2, and Pd is of 11 bits and the LSB of Pd refers to the LSB of P2.  

The ai bit positions of Pa are 5,2; bi bit positions of Pb are 6,3,1; ci bit positions of Pc are 

7,3; and di bit positions of Pd are 10,7,5,1. Ta is computed by performing the logical XOR of 

Pa[5], Pa[2] and ke[2*i], where i indicates the ith iteration and ke is the expanded key. Pb[6] is 

ANDed with Pb[3] and Pb[1] is ANDed with IR[i]. The resultant bits of these two AND operations 

are XORed to produce Tb. The round function bit (fx) of P1 is obtained by XORing Ta and Tb 

bits.  Tc is computed by performing the logical XOR of Pc[7], Pc[3] and ke[2*i+1]. Pd[10] is 

ANDed with Pd[7] and Pd[5] is ANDed with Pd[1]. The resultant bits of these two AND operations 

are XORed to produce Td. The round function bit(fy) of P2 is obtained by XORing Tc and Td bits.   

Now, the left shift operation is performed on 13-bit P1 with fy (i.e., the bits of P1 are shifted 

to left by one bit and fy is inserted into LSB of P1) to produce P1_fy. Similarly, left shift operation 

is performed on 19-bit P2 with fx (i.e., the bits of P2 are shifted to left by one bit and fx is inserted 

into LSB of P2) to produce P2_fx. P1_fy and P2_fx are the generated outputs of the round function 

and they are given as the inputs for the next iteration. This round function is performed only once 

for each iteration. This process continues and P1_fy and P2_fx produced after 254 rounds will be 

combined into the final 32-bit ciphertext(C), such that MSB of C refers to MSB of P1_fy and LSB 

of C refers to LSB of P2_fx. 

The pseudo code for EELWE32 encryption process is given below which takes as an input 

a 32-bit plaintext, an expanded key and generates a 32-bit ciphertext as an output.  
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Pseudo Code 3. 5  EELWE32 Encryption process 

 

Input          : 32-bit Plaintext(P), Expanded key(ke) 

Output       : 32-bit Ciphertext(C) 

Pseudo code for EELWE32 Encryption 

Begin 

 P1 = P[31:19]; 

     P2 = P[18:0]; 

 for i=0 to 253 do 

  Pa[5:0] = P1[12:7]; 

Pb[6:0] = P1[6:0]; 

  Pc[7:0] = P2[18:11]; 

  Pd[10:0] = P2[10:0]; 

      //Computing Round function values fx and fy 

Ta = (Pa[5] ^ Pa[2])^ ke[2*i]; 

  Tb = (Pb[6] & Pb[3]) ^ (Pb[1] & IR[i]); 

  fx = Ta ^ Tb; 

  Tc = (Pc[7] ^ Pc[3]) ^ ke[2*i+1]; 

  Td = (Pd[10] & Pd[7]) ^ (Pd[5] & Pd[1]); 

  fy = Tc ^ Td; 

  //Performing Left shift 

  P1_fy = Shl(P1,fy); 

  P2_fx = Shl(P2,fx); 

  //Updating P1 and P2  
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  P1 = P1_fy; 

  P2 = P2_fx; 

 end 

       C={P1,P2}; 

End 

 

The decryption of EELWE32 can be performed by just following the reverse process of 

encryption. The pseudo code for EELWE32 decryption process is given below which takes as an 

input a 32-bit ciphertext, an expanded key and generates a 32-bit decrypted text as an output, which 

is similar to the plaintext.  

 

Pseudo Code 3. 6  EELWE32 Decryption process 

 

Input          : 32-bit Ciphertext(C), Expanded key(ke) 

Output       : 32-bit Decrypted text(D) 

Pseudo code for EELWE32 Decryption 

Begin 

 D1 = C[31:19]; 

      D2 = C[18:0]; 

      for i=253 to 0 do 

        //Obtaining Dfx and Dfy values 

          Dfy = D1[0]; 

          Dfx = D2[0]; 

  //Performing Right shift 

  D1_fy[11:0] = Shr(D1); 

          D2_fx[17:0] = Shr(D2); 
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          Da[4:0] = D1[11:7]; 

          Db[6:0] = D1[6:0]; 

  Dc[6:0] = D2[17:11]; 

  Dd[10:0] = D2[10:0]; 

  //Performing round function and Computing MSBs of DP1 an DP2 

  DTa = (Dfx ^ Da[2]) ^ ke[2*i]; 

  DTb = (Db[6] & Db[3]) ^ (Db[1] & IR[i]); 

  D1_fy[12] = DTa ^ DTb; 

   DTc = (Dfy ^ Dc[3]) ^ ke[2*i+1]; 

  DTd = (Dd[10] & Dd[7]) ^ (Dd[5] & Dd[1]); 

  D2_fx[18] = DTc ^ DTd; 

  //Updating D1 and D2   

  D1 = D1_fy; 

  D2 = D2_fx; 

       end 

       D={D1,D2}; 

End 

 

EELWE48 

EELWE48 works with a block size of 48-bits. It takes a 48-bit plaintext, an 80-bit key as 

an input and generates a 48-bit ciphertext. The working of EELWE48 is described as follows:   

The 48-bit plaintext(P) is split up into two parts P1 and P2. P1 is of 19 bits and P2 is of 29 

bits, where the MSB of P1 refers to the MSB of P and the LSB of P2 refers to the LSB of P. Now 

the round function is applied P1 and P2 where P1 is split up into two parts Pa and Pb and P2 is 

split up into two parts Pc and Pd. Pa is of 8 bits and the MSB of Pa refers to the MSB of P1 and 
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Pb is of 11 bits and the LSB of Pb refers to the LSB of P1. Similarly, Pc is of 12 bits and the MSB 

of Pc refers to the MSB of P2, and Pd is of 17 bits and the LSB of Pd refers to the LSB of P2.  

The ai bit positions of Pa are 7,3; bi bit positions of Pb are 10,6,4; ci bit positions of Pc are 

11,5; and di bit positions of Pd are 16,12,8,3. In EELWE48, the round function is performed twice 

per iteration and each part of plaintext will produce two round function bits. One with ai, bi, ci, di 

bit positions and the other with ai-1, bi-1, ci-1, di-1 bit positions. Ta1 is computed by performing 

the logical XOR of Pa[7], Pa[3] and ke[2*i], where i indicates the ith iteration and ke is the 

expanded key. Pb[10] is ANDed with Pb[6] and Pb[4] is ANDed with IR[i]. The resultant bits of 

these two AND operations are XORed to produce Tb1. The round function bit fx_1 of P1 is 

obtained by XORing Ta1 and Tb1 bits.  Similarly, Ta0 and Tb0 are computed using ai-1 and bi-1 

bit positions following the same non-linear logical functions. Ta0 is computed using Pa[6], Pa[3] 

and Tb0 is computed using Pb[9], Pb[5], Pb[3]. The round function bit fx_0 is obtained by XORing 

Ta0 and Tb0 bits.   

Tc1 is computed by performing the logical XOR of Pc[11], Pc[5] and ke[2*i+1]. Pd[16] is 

ANDed with Pd[12] and Pd[8] is ANDed with Pd[3]. The resultant bits of these two AND 

operations are XORed to produce Td1. The round function bit fy_1 of P2 is obtained by XORing 

Tc1 and Td1 bits.  Similarly, Tc0 and Td0 are computed using ci-1 and di-1 bit positions following 

the same non-linear logical functions. Tc0 is computed using Pc[10], Pc[4] and Td0 is computed 

using Pd[15], Pd[11], Pd[7], Pd[2]. The round function bit fy_0 of P2 is obtained by XORing Tc0 

and Td0 bits.   

Now, the left shift operation is performed twice on 19-bit P1 with fy_1 and fy_0 (i.e., the 

bits of P1 are shifted to left by two bits and fy_1, fy_0 are inserted into LSB of P1) to produce 

P1_fy. Similarly, left shift operation is performed twice on 29-bit P2 with fx_1 and fx_0 (i.e., the 

bits of P2 are shifted to left by two bits and fx_1, fx_0 are inserted into LSB of P2) to produce 

P2_fx. P1_fy and P2_fx are the generated outputs of the round function and they are given as the 

inputs for the next iteration. This process continues and P1_fy and P2_fx produced after 254 rounds 

will be combined into the final 48-bit ciphertext(C), such that MSB of C refers to MSB of P1_fy 

and LSB of C refers to LSB of P2_fx. 
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The pseudo code for EELWE48 encryption process is given below which takes as an input 

a 48-bit plaintext, an expanded key and generates a 48-bit ciphertext as an output.  

 

Pseudo Code 3. 7  EELWE48 Encryption process 

 

Input          : 48-bit Plaintext(P), Expanded key(ke) 

Output       : 48-bit Ciphertext(C) 

Pseudo code for EELWE48 Encryption 

Begin 

 P1 = P[47:29]; 

     P2 = P[28:0]; 

 for i=0 to 253 do 

  Pa[7:0] = P1[18:11]; 

Pb[10:0] = P1[10:0]; 

  Pc[11:0] = P2[28:17]; 

  Pd[16:0] = P2[16:0]; 

  //Computing round function values fx_1 and fx_0  

  Ta1 = (Pa[7] ^ Pa[3])^ ke[2*i]; 

  Tb1 = (Pb[10] & Pb[6]) ^ (Pb[4] & IR[i]); 

  fx_1 = Ta1 ^ Tb1; 

  Ta0 = (Pa[6] ^ Pa[2])^ ke[2*i]; 

  Tb0 = (Pb[9] & Pb[5]) ^ (Pb[3] & IR[i]); 

  fx_0 = Ta0 ^ Tb0; 

  //Computing round function values fy_1 and fy_0 

  Tc1 = (Pc[11] ^ Pc[5]) ^ ke[2*i+1]; 

  Td1 = (Pd[16] & Pd[12]) ^ (Pd[8] & Pd[3]); 
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  fy_1 = Tc1 ^ Td1; 

  Tc0 = (Pc[10] ^ Pc[4]) ^ ke[2*i+1]; 

  Td0 = (Pd[15] & Pd[11]) ^ (Pd[7] & Pd[2]); 

  fy_0 = Tc0 ^ Td0; 

  //Performing Left shift 

  P1_fy = Shl(P1,fy_1,fy_0); 

P2_fx = Shl(P2,fx_1,fx_0); 

  //Updating P1 and P2   

  P1 = P1_fy; 

  P2 = P2_fx; 

 end 

      C={P1,P2}; 

End 

 

The decryption of EELWE48 can be performed by just following the reverse process of 

encryption. The pseudo code for EELWE48 decryption process is given below which takes as an 

input a 48-bit ciphertext, an expanded key and generates a 48-bit decrypted text as an output, which 

is similar to the plaintext.  

 

Pseudo Code 3. 8  EELWE48 Decryption process 

 

Input          : 48-bit Ciphertext(C), Expanded key(ke) 

Output       : 48-bit Decrypted text(D) 

Pseudo code for EELWE48 Decryption 

Begin 

 D1 = C[47:29]; 
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      D2 = C[28:0]; 

      for i=253 to 0 do 

        //Obtaining Dfx and Dfy values 

          Dfy_1 = D1[1]; 

  Dfy_0 = D1[0]; 

          Dfx_1 = D2[1]; 

  Dfx_0 = D2[0]; 

  //Performing Right Shift twice  

  D1_fy[16:0] = Shr({D1,2}); //D1 is right shifted by two bits 

          D2_fx[26:0] = Shr({D2,2});  

  Da[7:0] = D1[18:11]; 

          Db[10:0] = D1[10:0]; 

  Dc[11:0] = D2[28:17]; 

  Dd[16:0] = D2[16:0]; 

  //Performing round function and Computing MSBs of D1_fy 

  DTa1 = (Dfx_1 ^ Da[3])^ ke[2*i]; 

  DTb1 = (Db[10] & Db[6]) ^ (Db[4] & IR[i]); 

  D1_fy[18] = DTa1 ^ DTb1; 

DTa0 = (Dfx_0 ^ Da[2])^ ke[2*i]; 

  DTb0 = (Db[9] & Db[5]) ^ (Db[3] & IR[i]); 

  D1_fy[17] = DTa0 ^ DTb0; 

  //Performing round function and Computing MSBs of D2_fx 

  DTc1 = (Dfy_1 ^ Dc[5]) ^ ke[2*i+1]; 

  DTd1 = (Dd[16] & Dd[12]) ^ (Dd[8] & Dd[3]); 
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  D2_fx[28] = DTc1 ^ DTd1; 

  DTc0 = (Dfy_0 ^ Dc[4]) ^ ke[2*i+1]; 

  DTd0 = (Dd[15] & Dd[11]) ^ (Dd[7] & Dd[2]); 

  D2_fx[27] = DTc0 ^ DTd0; 

//Updating D1 and D2   

  D1 = D1_fy; 

  D2 = D2_fx; 

      end 

      D={D1,D2}; 

End 

 

EELWE64 

EELWE64 works with a block size of 64-bits. It takes a 64-bit plaintext, an 80-bit key as 

an input and generates a 64-bit ciphertext. The working of EELWE64 is described as follows:   

The 64-bit plaintext(P) is split up into two parts P1 and P2. P1 is of 27 bits and P2 is of 37 

bits, where the MSB of P1 refers to the MSB of P and the LSB of P2 refers to the LSB of P. Now 

the round function is applied P1 and P2 where P1 is split up into two parts Pa and Pb and P2 is 

split up into two parts Pc and Pd. Pa is of 10 bits and the MSB of Pa refers to the MSB of P1 and 

Pb is of 17 bits and the LSB of Pb refers to the LSB of P1. Similarly, Pc is of 14 bits and the MSB 

of Pc refers to the MSB of P2, and Pd is of 23 bits and the LSB of Pd refers to the LSB of P2.  

The ai bit positions of Pa are 9,5; bi bit positions of Pb are 16,11,7; ci bit positions of Pc 

are 13,7; and di bit positions of Pd are 22,17,11,5. In EELWE64, the round function is performed 

thrice per iteration and each part of plaintext will produce three round function bits. First with ai, 

bi, ci, di bit positions, second with ai-1, bi-1, ci-1, di-1 bit positions and third with ai-2, bi-2, ci-2, 

di-2 bit positions. Ta2 is computed by performing the logical XOR of Pa[9], Pa[5] and ke[2*i], 

where i indicates the ith iteration and ke is the expanded key. Pb[16] is ANDed with Pb[11] and 
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Pb[7] is ANDed with IR[i]. The resultant bits of these two AND operations are XORed to produce 

Tb2. The round function bit fx_2 of P1 is obtained by XORing Ta2 and Tb2 bits.  Next, Ta1 and 

Tb1 are computed using ai-1 and bi-1 bit positions following the same non-linear logical functions. 

Ta1 is computed using Pa[8], Pa[4] and Tb1 is computed using Pb[15], Pb[10], Pb[6]. The round 

function bit fx_1 is obtained by XORing Ta1 and Tb1 bits. Similarly, Ta0 and Tb0 are computed 

using ai-2 and bi-2 bit positions following the same non-linear logical functions. Ta0 is computed 

using Pa[7], Pa[3] and Tb0 is computed using Pb[14], Pb[9], Pb[5]. The round function bit fx_0 is 

obtained by XORing Ta0 and Tb0 bits.   

Tc2 is computed by performing the logical XOR of Pc[13], Pc[7] and ke[2*i+1]. Pd[22] is 

ANDed with Pd[17] and Pd[11] is ANDed with Pd[5]. The resultant bits of these two AND 

operations are XORed to produce Td2. The round function bit fy_2 of P2 is obtained by XORing 

Tc2 and Td2 bits. Next, Tc1 and Td1 are computed using ci-1 and di-1 bit positions following the 

same non-linear logical functions. Tc1 is computed using Pc[12], Pc[6] and Td1 is computed using 

Pd[21], Pd[16], Pd[10], Pd[4]. The round function bit fy_1 of P2 is obtained by XORing Tc1 and 

Td1 bits.  Similarly, Tc0 and Td0 are computed using ci-2 and di-2 bit positions following the 

same non-linear logical functions. Tc0 is computed using Pc[11], Pc[5] and Td0 is computed using 

Pd[20], Pd[15], Pd[9], Pd[3]. The round function bit fy_0 of P2 is obtained by XORing Tc0 and 

Td0 bits.   

Now, the left shift operation is performed thrice on 27-bit P1 with fy_2,fy_1 and fy_0 (i.e., 

the bits of P1 are shifted to left by three bits and fy_2, fy_1, fy_0 are inserted into LSB of P1) to 

produce P1_fy. Similarly, left shift operation is performed thrice on 37-bit P2 with fx_2, fx_1 and 

fx_0 (i.e., the bits of P2 are shifted to left by three bits and fx_2, fx_1, fx_0 are inserted into LSB 

of P2) to produce P2_fx. P1_fy and P2_fx are the generated outputs of the round function and they 

are given as the inputs for the next iteration. This process continues and P1_fy and P2_fx produced 

after 254 rounds will be combined into the final 64-bit ciphertext(C), such that MSB of C refers to 

MSB of P1_fy and LSB of C refers to LSB of P2_fx. 

The pseudo code for EELWE64 encryption process is given below which takes as an input 

a 64-bit plaintext, an expanded key and generates a 64-bit ciphertext as an output.  
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Pseudo Code 3. 9  EELWE64 Encryption process 

 

Input          : 64-bit Plaintext(P), Expanded key(ke) 

Output       : 64-bit Ciphertext(C) 

Pseudo code for EELWE64 Encryption 

Begin 

 P1 = P[63:37]; 

     P2 = P[36:0]; 

 for i=0 to 253 do 

  Pa[9:0] = P1[26:17]; 

  Pb[16:0] = P1[16:0]; 

   Pc[13:0] = P2[36:23]; 

   Pd[22:0] = P2[22:0]; 

  //Computing round function values fx_2, fx_1 and fx_0  

  Ta2 = (Pa[9] ^ Pa[5])^ ke[2*i]; 

  Tb2 = (Pb[16] & Pb[11]) ^ (Pb[7] & IR[i]); 

  fx_2 = Ta2 ^ Tb2; 

Ta1 = (Pa[8] ^ Pa[4])^ ke[2*i]; 

  Tb1 = (Pb[15] & Pb[10]) ^ (Pb[6] & IR[i]); 

  fx_1 = Ta1 ^ Tb1; 

  Ta0 = (Pa[7] ^ Pa[3])^ ke[2*i]; 

  Tb0 = (Pb[14] & Pb[9]) ^ (Pb[5] & IR[i]); 

  fx_0 = Ta0 ^ Tb0; 

  //Computing round function values fy_2, fy_1 and fy_0 
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  Tc2 = (Pc[13] ^ Pc[7]) ^ ke[2*i+1]; 

  Td2 = (Pd[22] & Pd[17]) ^ (Pd[11] & Pd[5]); 

  fy_2 = Tc2 ^ Td2; 

Tc1 = (Pc[12] ^ Pc[6]) ^ ke[2*i+1]; 

  Td1 = (Pd[21] & Pd[16]) ^ (Pd[10] & Pd[4]); 

  fy_1 = Tc1 ^ Td1; 

  Tc0 = (Pc[11] ^ Pc[5]) ^ ke[2*i+1]; 

  Td0 = (Pd[20] & Pd[15]) ^ (Pd[9] & Pd[3]); 

  fy_0 = Tc0 ^ Td0; 

    

  //Performing Left shift 

  P1_fy = Shl(P1,fy_2,fy_1,fy_0);  

P2_fx = Shl(P2,fx_2,fx_1,fx_0); 

  

  //Updating P1 and P2   

  P1 = P1_fy; 

  P2 = P2_fx; 

 end 

      C={P1,P2}; 

End 

 

The decryption of EELWE64 can be performed by just following the reverse process of 

encryption. The pseudo code for EELWE64 decryption process is given below which takes as an 
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input a 64-bit ciphertext, an expanded key and generates a 64-bit decrypted text as an output, which 

is similar to the plaintext.  

 

Pseudo Code 3. 10  EELWE64 Decryption process 

 

Input          : 64-bit Ciphertext(C), Expanded key(ke) 

Output       : 64-bit Decrypted text(D) 

Pseudo code for EELWE64 Decryption 

Begin 

 D1 = C[63:37]; 

      D2 = C[36:0]; 

      for i=253 to 0 do 

        //Obtaining Dfx and Dfy values 

          Dfy_2 = D1[2]; 

Dfy_1 = D1[1]; 

  Dfy_0 = D1[0]; 

  Dfx_2 = D2[2]; 

          Dfx_1 = D2[1]; 

  Dfx_0 = D2[0]; 

    

          //Performing Right Shift thrice  

  D1_fy[23:0] = Shr({D1,3}); //D1 is right shifted by three bits 

          D2_fx[33:0] = Shr({D2,3}); 

    

          Da[9:0] = D1[26:17]; 
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          Db[16:0] = D1[16:0]; 

  Dc[13:0] = D2[36:23]; 

  Dd[22:0] = D2[22:0]; 

    

  //Performing round function and Computing MSBs of D1_fy 

  DTa2 = (Dfx_2 ^ Da[5])^ ke[2*i]; 

  DTb2 = (Db[16] & Db[11]) ^ (Db[7] & IR[i]); 

  D1_fy[26] = DTa2 ^ DTb2; 

 

DTa1 = (Dfx_1 ^ Da[4])^ ke[2*i]; 

  DTb1 = (Db[15] & Db[10]) ^ (Db[6] & IR[i]); 

  D1_fy[25] = DTa1 ^ DTb1; 

 

DTa0 = (Dfx_0 ^ Da[3])^ ke[2*i]; 

  DTb0 = (Db[14] & Db[9]) ^ (Db[5] & IR[i]); 

  D1_fy[24] = DTa0 ^ DTb0; 

    

  //Performing round function and Computing MSBs of D2_fx 

  DTc2 = (Dfy_2 ^ Dc[7]) ^ ke[2*i+1]; 

  DTd2 = (Dd[22] & Dd[17]) ^ (Dd[11] & Dd[5]); 

  D2_fx[36] = DTc2 ^ DTd2; 

 

DTc1 = (Dfy_1 ^ Dc[6]) ^ ke[2*i+1]; 

  DTd1 = (Dd[21] & Dd[16]) ^ (Dd[10] & Dd[4]); 
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  D2_fx[35] = DTc1 ^ DTd1; 

    

  DTc0 = (Dfy_0 ^ Dc[5]) ^ ke[2*i+1]; 

  DTd0 = (Dd[20] & Dd[15]) ^ (Dd[9] & Dd[3]); 

  D2_fx[34] = DTc0 ^ DTd0; 

 

//Updating D1 and D2   

  D1 = D1_fy; 

  D2 = D2_fx; 

      end 

      D={D1,D2}; 

End 
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3.3 Objective-3 

To measure the performance of proposed lightweight encryption algorithm using the metric 

MSEC (Metric for Security vs. Energy Consumption). 

Researchers have proposed various metrics to measure the performance of lightweight 

encryption algorithms. Based on the type of the implementation of encryption algorithm, the 

metrics were proposed.  

3.3.1 Hardware Performance Metrics 

The hardware metrics that are available are described below:  

 Throughput: 

o Throughput of an encryption algorithm is measured using the parameters block 

size, clock cycles and frequency[147]. It is calculated using the following equation. 

 

 Larger the throughput value, better is the performance of an encryption algorithm. 

 Area: 

o Design area of an encryption algorithm is measured either in form of GE(Gate 

Equivalent) or LUT(Look Up Tables) [142]. One LUT is equivalent to six NAND 

GE.  

Smaller the GE, efficient is the encryption algorithm. Any algorithm that exceeds 3000GE 

is considered as an inefficient algorithm. 

 Throughput-to-Area: 

o Throughput-to-Area of an encryption algorithm is measured using the throughput 

and area metrics [147]. It is calculated using the following equation. 

 

Larger the throughput-to-area value, better is the performance of an encryption algorithm. 
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 Energy-per-bit: 

o Energy-per-bit is measured using the parameters block size, frequency, power and 

clock cycles [147]. It is calculated using the following equation. 

 

Lesser the energy-per-bit value, better is the efficiency of encryption algorithm.  

 Hardware Efficiency: 

o Hardware efficiency of an encryption algorithm is measured using the parameters 

throughput and GE complexity [146]. It is calculated using the following equation. 

 

Larger the hardware efficiency value, better is the performance of an encryption algorithm. 

3.3.2 Software Performance Metrics 

The software performance metrics that are available are mainly based on the code size of 

an encryption algorithm. Few such metrics are described below: 

 Combined Metric: 

o The performance of an encryption algorithm is measured using combined metric 

that is mainly based on the parameters such as code size in bytes and cycle count 

of an algorithm [139]. It is measured using the following equation. 

 

Smaller the metric value, better is the encryption algorithm. 

 Combined Metric with Block Size: 

o Combined metric with block size is another software metric that is measured based 

on the parameters such as code size, cycle count and block size of an encryption 

algorithm [134]. It is measured using the following equation. 
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Smaller the metric value, better is the encryption algorithm. 

 Software Efficiency: 

o Software efficiency of an encryption algorithm is measured based on the parameters 

such as throughput and code size of an algorithm [146]. It is calculated using the 

following equation. 

 

Larger the software efficiency value, better is the performance of an encryption algorithm. 

All the metrics described measures the performance of a lightweight encryption algorithm 

based only on the implementation parameters. While discussing about an encryption algorithm, 

one important thing to be considered is the security parameter. So, there must be a metric that 

measures the performance of a lightweight encryption algorithm based on the implementation 

parameters as well as security parameter. Since EELWE is hardware implemented energy efficient 

lightweight encryption algorithm, the performance of an EELWE must be measured considering 

both the energy and the security parameters. Hence, a metric called MSEC (Metric for Security Vs 

Energy consumption) is used to measure the performance of light weight encryption algorithms 

w.r.t to energy consumption and security. 

3.3.3 Metric for Security Versus Energy Consumption (MSEC) 

 The metric MSEC is computed based on the parameters such as energy consumption and 

security of an algorithm.  Energy consumption of an algorithm is computed using the algorithm 

proposed in objective1. To find out the security level of an algorithm, first the number of 

encryption operations that can be carried out is to be computed. Based on this value, the security 

level or the key length of an encryption algorithm can be obtained. Next, using the Moore’s law, 

the year till which the encryption algorithm provides security is to be calculated. Finally, the 

MSEC value can be computed by dividing the secured years left with normalized energy, where 
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secured years left is computed as: year till which the cipher provides adequate protection minus 

the current year.  

3.3.4 Algorithm for computing MSEC value 

Step by step process of calculating MSEC value is given below: 

 Input: Processor Capacity in Flops, Clock cycles to encrypt block of data 

 Output: Metric value for Security v/s Energy Consumption 

 Algorithm: 

1. Compute the number of encryption operations that N systems can perform in M years. 

            O = (P / C) * 60 * 60 * 24 * 365 * M * N 

      where P = Processor Capability in Flops 

                C = Cycles needed to encrypt one data block 

2. Obtain the security level (Key length) 

3. Compute the year till which the cipher will provide adequate protection using Moore’s 

Law. 

Y(γ) = Proposed Year + 3(γ -56)/2 

4. Calculate the number of secured years left. 

No. of Secured Years left = Y(γ) – Current Year 

5. Measure the performance of proposed algorithm using the metric for Security v/s 

Energy Consumption. 

MSEC = (No. of Secured years left) / (Normalized energy)  

 Larger metric value indicates better security algorithm. EELWE offers security up to the 

yr.   2317 and exhibited an MSEC of 928.13, which is larger compared to most lightweight 

encryption algorithms. 

 Apart from the MSEC, the performance of an EELWE algorithm is also measured using 

the different hardware performance metrics such as throughput, area, energy, and hardware 

efficiency.    
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3.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, a new Energy Efficient Lightweight Encryption (EELWE) algorithm is 

proposed in this thesis. EELWE is implemented in three variants EELWE32, EELWE48 and 

EELWE64 of block sizes 32-bit, 48-bit and 64-bit respectively. All the variants use an 80-biy key. 

Results are simulated in Xilinx environment and EELWE has consumed less energy compared to 

other existing lightweight encryption algorithms. Both encryption and decryption process are 

simulated, and the energy consumption of variable rounds are recorded. EELWE32, EELWE48 

and EELWE64 has consumed an energy of 4979.92 pJ/bit, 4741.96 pJ/bit, and 5072.69 pJ/bit 

respectively for 254 rounds. From the observations, it is concluded that EELWE64 obtains the 

minimal energy consumption at r = 16 rounds i.e., 381.05 pJ/bit. To have better security, it is 

suggested to undergo 254 rounds which consumes an energy of 5072.69 pJ/bit. Even this value is 

far less than energy consumed by other algorithms.  

The metric MSEC is used to analyze the performance of an EELWE w.r.t security vs 

energy consumption. MSEC is inversely proportional to the energy consumed. Lesser the energy 

consumption, greater will be metric value. EELWE can provide security up to the year 2317 and 

has exhibited a better MSEC value of 928.13. Greater the MSEC value, more efficient is the 

encryption algorithm. Hence, it is concluded that EELWE algorithm will secure the data for greater 

number of years, before it can be broken.  
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